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Every bitter tear we shed 
Is a sorrow to the dead;
Every grave we brood above 
Is a triumph over love;
Every hour of vain regret 
Binds the spirit in a net —
Binds the soul that would be free 
Of incarnate misery.
And in spheres beyond the spheres 
Triumph over mortal years,
And the hour to sorrow given 
Casts a shadow into heaven.
Every word of hope and faith 
Is a triumph over death;
Every syllable shall more 
Open wide the secret door;
Only Love that knows not fear 
Learns at last to see and hear.
For the quietude of sleep 
Faith and Love will never weep;
Love that smiles and hears again 
The viewless feet, the whisper plain; 
Faith that knows, behind the night 
Glows the dawn to fullest Light.
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SPACECRAFT FROM BEYOND THE SUN
By Riley Hansard Crabb

From a talk given at the Tenth 
Annual Space Craft Convention, 
Sunday afternoon, October 30th 

1966, Berkeley, California

At the present time ve have optimistic estimates from officials 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration that we may be 
sending Astronauts to the Moon in 1968. That’s only two years awayI 
We already have physical contact with the Moon with Surveyor I, with 
excellent pictures of the barren and lifeless surface.

What next? As we turn our attention to the planets of the solar 
system and beyond those to the next larger system, the Zodiac, are 
beings in these larger systems turning their attention on us? I think 
so. Let us assume that the universe is aware of us, even as we are 
becoming increasingly aware of ItJ

We have awe-inspiring photos of the earth from hundreds of miles 
out. Surveyor sent back one photo of the earth as seen from the Moon! 
These are New Age pictures. They begin a new cycle of human unfold- 
ment. If you want a date for the beginning of the Aquarian Age, let 
that be it, Aug 23, 1966, the day our Lunar Orbiter satellite sent 
back a picture of the earth from the Moon. This new perspective of 
our little school room in the solar system is activating slumbering 
centers of our creativity. This new, higher form of energy will make 
itself increasingly evident for the next forty years.

If you know your astrology you know that Aquarius is an air sign. 
Is it any wonder that we are having such fantastic aerial developments 
Air represents the finer, lighter forces in Nature* What planet rules 
the Zodiacal sign of Aquarius? Uranus. You-ran-usI Vast and revo
lutionary changes are focused through Uranus; for it makes all things 
new! The key words for this revolution in consciousness that is now 
upon us are brotherhood, cooperation and friendship. Can you imagine 
anything more revolutionary on this earth than to demand of all men 
and women that we get along with each other without fighting?

But this is the pressure for the Mew Age brought to us from the 
Sun behind the sun by the Visitors from outer space. The message 
transmitted by the Spacecraft from beyond the Sun —  some of them —  
is that we must cooperate. We must move in harmonious orbits even 
as the suns, stars and planets move in harmonious orbits. Personal 
love we know and enjoy. The symbol for this in our solar system has 
always been Venus. But Uranus is the higher octave of Venus. Its 
subtle influence demands of us that we raise our personal affection 
for a few people to the heights of impersonal, universal love.
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AN EXPANSION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
This is like asking us to hoist ourselves by our bootstraps. We 

cannot do it alone. There is help, plenty of it. This new Aquarian 
energy striking us through Uranus is quickening and sharpening our 
minds. This encourages us to welcome the new, to strike out in new 
directions. The earth has already been explored; so the New Age im
pulse forces to explore ourselves even as the astronauts reach out in 
thought toward new objectives beyond the Moon.

Rather a dizzying prospect isn’t it? But doesn’t this rapid ex
pansion in consciousness invite us, men of earth, to play a new role 
in the unfolding cosmic drama of the Aquarian age? I think so. Here
to fore you and I have been content to think of ourselves as citizens 
of the United States of America —  or some other nation. But the or
biting satellites, Russian and American, race across dozens of national 
frontiers every moment at 17,500 miles an hour. This is gradually 
forcing us to think of ourselves as citizens of earth.

But an even more radical revolution in consciousness will be for
ced on us by the outward trips beyond the Moon to the planets. We 
will be claiming citizenship in the solar system, perhaps even the 
cosmos! Here in America we know that citizenship —  for the white 
people at least —  bestows wonderful privileges; but we are also train
ed to accept the responsibilities of citizenship. If there were no 
sense of responsibility there would be no privilege. Now the New Age 
demands of us, the Visitors from beyond the sun demand of us, that 
we be responsible citizens of the solar system. With that solar or 
even cosmic responsibility will come privileges beyond our wildest 
dreams.

I have friends whose fondest dream is to take a vacation trip to 
Hawaii. They work for it and save their money. Others, like Mrs.
Crabb and myself are looking forward, some day, to a trip around the 
world as a vacation reward. But wouldn’t it be even more wonderful 
to be able to dream, and plan, and save for a vacation trip to Mars or 
Venus? Dare I suggest a trip outside the solar system in our time.
Will some of us be making inter-stellar voyages to Siriu*, the bright
est star in the heavens, the Sun behind our sun? I think so. But be
fore we can propose these ideas at the popular level —  and not Just 
to a convention of the elect here at the Claremont —  we must be taught 
to realize that our thoughts are of greater consequence than our ac
tions. The public at large must be taught that we are not alone in the 
universe. The earth is one of a family of planets in the solar system. 
We must unify ourselves by inter-weaving our thoughts with those of 
our fellow-humans on Mars, Venus and the other planets.

This expansion of consciousness began with a vengeance this year, 
1966, with the persistent appearance of Flying Saucers all over the 
country; and most important of all, the national press, TV and radio 
are finally treating the sightings as straight news stories, factual 
observations by reliable people. Most recent, and hair-raising, is 
that two-part Flying Saucer story in the Oct. 4th and Oct. 18th issues 
of Look Magazine. If you haven’t, get them and read them!
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This "Aboard A Flying Saucer" story by John G. Fuller in Look 

Magazine is dramatic and national confirmation of what we in Border
land Sciences Research Associates were told 18 years ago! Back in 
1948, Lao Tse of our Inner Circle, told us:
MAKING AN EXAMINATION FOR THE RECORD

"You ask why the Flying Saucers are here in large numbers? I 
shall tell you. Always, when a civilization, a culture has reached 
its height and is destined to collapse, the Ethereans have appeared 
in numbers« They come to make an examination and a final record, for 
their own knowledge, of the status of that civilization —  somewhat 
as you might do with disappearing tribes and races. And it is true 
also that they have been alerted and disturbed by your release of 
atomic energies."

So, in these recent issues of Look Magazine we have Fuller toll** 
ing us of the personal experiences of Barney and Betty Hill in 1961. 
Their car was stopped on a New Hampshire highway. They were hypnoti
zed. They were taken aboard a nearby Flying Saucer for a most thorough 
physical examination. Then they were given the post-hypnotic sugges
tion that the whole experience would be forgotten, Finally, they were • 
taken back to their car and sent on their way»by these scientific Visi
tors from some unnamed planet in some unknown solar system. Barney 
and Betty were treated humanely, but as impersonally and cooly as if 
they had been animals in some experimental farm.

But the experience of 1961 was too disturbing to remain dormant 
in their subconscious. They finally went to a psychiatrist for help 
a couple of years later. Under hypnotic regression, with Dr. Simon’s 
expert help, the whole traumatic experience was brought to full con
sciousness. The part that concerns us and today*s subject of Space
craft from Beyond the Sun is the following exchange between Betty Hill 
and the Leader of the alien spacecraft:

"And so then I said. . . I knew he wasn’t from the earth, and I 
wanted to know where he did come from. And he asked me if I knew any
thing about the universe. And I told him, no, I know practically no
thing. . . And he went across the ronm and pulled out a map, and he 
asks me had I ever seen a map like this before. ♦ . There all these 
dots on it, scattered all over it. Some were little, just pin-points. 
And others were big as a nickle. And there were lines. . . going from 
one dot to another. And there was one big circle, and it had a lot 
of lines coming out from it. A lot of lines going to another circle 
quite close, but not as big. And these were heavy lines. And I asked 
him what they meant. And he said that the heavy lines were trade 
routes. The other lines, the solid lines were places they went oc
casionally. And he said the broken lines were expeditions. . . And I 
asked him where was his home port, and he said: Where are you on the 
map? I looked and laughed and said I dont know. So he said: If you 
dont know where you are, then there isn’t any point of my telling where 
I am from. And he put the map away. . . "

Tragic, isn’t it, that we’re all so ill-informed? It hasn’t been
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too important in the past, to, most of us, where our earth is in rela
tion to other sun systems; but I suppose this will be required of 
every world citizen of the New Age, We do have one ancient and honor
able road map of the heavens. This is the Tree of Life of our Western 
Mystery Tradition, to which we will refer later.
HOW TO GET THE HELL OFF THE EARTHt

Thousands of advanced humans have used the Tree of Life to map 
out a safe escape from the earth, and a safe return; but it was a well 
kept secret in the Mystery Schools of Atlantis, in Egypt, in the Holy 
Land and down to Europe and America of the present day. Now the de
mands of the space age will make it public knowledge. If we are to 
take our place as a welcome member of the family of planets in the 
solar system, we must know where we are, not only in the solar system 
but in the next larger family of suns, the Zodiac. As we move from 
Pisces into Aquarius the pressures of this new region in space will 
demand it of us.

Oh, you wont necessarily be going in a material space ship! These 
New Age developments wont be limited to physical achievements alone.
Oh no. The Apollo trips to the Moon, the manned excursion to Mars 
are only preludes to personal explorations of the higher dimensions 
of the mind and heart!

You aren't going to free yourself from the earth by loading your 
mind down with physical facts. We could spend hours here detailing 
the monumental plans of the space engineers of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, until the lower mind staggers to exhaustion 
with the overload. No. The Aquarian stimulus is opening our higher 
minds. We hunger for information that only the spiritual world can 
provide.

True, the astronomical picture of the universe is stimulating, 
but what can the material-minded astronomer tell you of how it got 
here and who made it? The scientist has failed to establish a living 
relationship between ourselves and the universal order! As Theodore 
Heline has said recently, "The heart is left cold, the inner life 
undernourished. We need sustenance on deeper levels." And he reminds 
us of the profound observations of Sir Francis Bacon, nnw one of the 
advanced men, "men beyond mankind", who are helping to lead us into 
the New Age.

I am a Baconian Heretic. I am one of the growing number of people 
who believe that Francis Bacon wrote the great Plays under the pen 
name of William Shakespeare. But bless you, that was only one of many 
pen names used by this journalistic genius. Othere were: T. Bright, 
Edmund Spenser, Burton, Marlow, Greene, Peele, Ben Jonson and - believe 
it or not —  the Man in the Moon!

Young Francis Bacon was frustrated by the "barrenness of academic 
knowledge" while at Cambridge in 1573 and 1574. Years later he took 
occasion to deride the fruitless pursuit of wisdom in books when he 
wrote the drama, "Love’s Labor Lost". There he has Biron remark:

4
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"Study is like the heaven’s glorious sun,
That will not be deep-searched with saucy looks;
Small have continual plodders ever won,
Save base authority from others* books.
These earthly godfathers of heaven’s lights,
That give a name to every fixed star,
Have no more profit of their shining nights 
Than those that walk and wot not what they are.
Too much to know is to know naught but fame;
And every godfather can give a name."

And so it is with the present Gemini program and the coming Apollo 
trips to the Moon. Our knowledge of the earth and its immediate space 
environment is increasing tremendously, but where is the wisdom to 
translate this knowledge into a better world? It certainly isn’t in 
the encyclopedias of information accumulating at NASA headquarters in 
Houston, Texas. These "books of base authority" cannot satisfy our 
thirst for treasures of the spirit.

We who study the Mysteries, the Ancient Wisdom, know that the 
Astronauts are bound to have spiritual experiences while in orbital 
flight. In the sensory deprivation of deep space the bonds of the 
flesh are loosened. Life yearns to return to the Father’s House, it’s 
real home. This change of consciousness has long been known to high 
altitude pilots as "the breakoff". But because of the materialistic 
concepts of the space scientists on the ground, and of the men who 
administer the space program, the Astronauts are very reluctant to dis
cuss these treasures of personal awakening when they return to earth.

We have recently learned that Astronaut Scott Carpenter was one 
who "opened" and saw through the Veil while his Mercury capsule orbited 
the earth. The whole panorama of creation was spread before him, in ' 
both its good and its evil aspects. He learned by direct perception 
that space —  so-called empty space —  is peopled with intelligent be
ings, some of human type, some non-human. The trouble was that he 
apparently found it difficult to re-focus on his earthly responsibili
ties when it came time to prepare for re-entry during his third orbit. 
He made several operational errors and, as I recall, missed the land
ing target by a couple of hundred miles.

Most of us have to go through a long period of conscious prepara
tion and conditioning before we are granted the kind of spiritual ex
perience Scott Carpenter had. He was given a grandstand view of the 
problems that vex most of us. Once we have such a revelation of the 
deeper mysteries of our own being, and of the universe, no materialis
tic approach to life will ever satisfy us again. There is bred in us 
a divine discontent. I suggest that our space program is forcing a 
gradual but steady shift in our thoughts and feelings, away from phys
ical, outer phenomena toward a much more satisfying inner reality.

Today’s priests are the scientists. They are leading the change 
away from matter to energy. This has been going on for years now.
Has anyone here ever seen an atom, or a neutrino? Of course not!
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The physicists, these "earthly godfathers of heaven's lights” , 
are giving names to vibrations. They have reduced matter to energy, 
to the first creation, sound. In the beginning was the Word. To the 
high priests of the super-physical space was still a vacuum full of 
nothing, 30 years ago. Now they speak glibly of the solar wind, great 
bursts of ionized particles —  whatever the hell they are —  streaming 
out from the sun in all directions and a deadly menace to warm human 
life as we know it, unless protected by a magnetic shield like the Van 
Allen belts, and an atmosphere. So physics has really become meta
physics but no self-respecting scientist will admit it.
METAPHYSICS IS A DIHTY WORD

In American laboratories what physicist would admit that he is 
studying metaphysics, or reincarnation, or karma? But Uis probings of 
energy will eventually lead him to these dogmas of occult science!
For the physicist is looking for Causes, and Causes are Moral! There 
is right and wrong in the universe and an intelligent being is supposed 
to know the difference.

The problems of celestial navigation and the inter-planetary trips 
even now being programmed in Houston are forcing space scientists and 
the astronomers to examine the stars more closely than they have ever 
done. Eventually their astronomy is going to be come astrology. Yes, 
the ’’ancient and honorable science of the stars” is quite certain».to be 
popular again. When earthly problems have threatened to overwhelm man 
he has always turned to the stars, to the constellations of the Zodiac, 
for guidance. Despite its boasted scientific attitude toward life, 
this civilization must do the same and the scientists are leading the 
way. Continued and close examination of the vibrations coming to us 
from the Pleiades, from the Great Bear, and from Sirius —  not to men
tion other constellations —  will eventually reveal an intelligence 
superimposed on the vibrations. Most of us dont know it but we are 
locked in the grip of the 12 rays coming from the Zodiac. If we want 
more light shed on the mystery of being, this is where wefll find it. 
One or two unorthodox radio astronomers have hazarded the guess that 
certain invisible but detectable radio signals from deep space may be 
beamed signals for the guidance of Flying Saucers! I believe they are 
very close to the truth.
THE MASS LANDINGS IN 9th CENTURY FRANCE

One of the most interesting pieces of comparatively early Flying 
Saucer literature was published in Paris, France in 1670. A lay priest 
of the Roman Catholic Church was the author, the Abbe de Villars. He 
titled his little masterpiece of occult literature, ’’The Comte de Ga- 
balis”, the Count of the Kabala; for this mysterious Count, an Adept 
from the Western Lodge, is the central figure. The material in the 
book is mainly a series of discourses by the Comte de Gabalis. These 
are instructions in metaphysics for his student, the Abbe. We have 
already referred to the Sun behind the sun in this talk, Sirius. It 
was our own reading of the Comte*s discourses that stirred our inter
est in that tremendous, binary star system, the brightest star in our 
heavens. In the opening ’’Invocation to the Flame” there is a direct
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reference by the Comte to "the unseen parent of the sun". During the 
discourses it is made clear that this unseen sun is the brightest star 
which the Romans called the Dog Star, Sirius.
THE KABALIST, ZEDECHIAS

In DicouTse V the Count tells the Abbe of a Jewish Rabbi who was 
in contact with the Ethereans, the Visitors from outer space. It was 
long, long ago near the end of the reign of Charlemagne in France.

"The famous Cabalist Zedechias," said the Count,"in the reign of 
your Pepin, took it into his head to convince the world that the Ele
ments are inhabited by these Peoples whose nature I have just describ
ed to you. The expedient of which he bethought himself was to advise 
the Sylphs to show themselves in the Air to everybody; they did so 
sumptuously.

"These beings were seen in the Air in human form, sometimes in 
battle array marching in good order, halting under arms, or encamped 
beneath magnificent tents. Sometimes on aerial ships, whose flying 
squadrons roved at the will of the Zephyrs. What happened? Do you 
suppose that the ignorant age would so much as reason as to the nature 
of these marvelous spectacles? The people straightaway believed that 
sorcerers had taken possession of the Air for the purpose of raising 
tempests and bringing hail upon their crops.

"The theologians and the learned jurists were soon of the same 
opinion as the masses. The Emperors believed it as well; and this 
ridiculous chimera went so far that the wise Charlemagne, and after 
him Louis the Debonnaire, imposed grievous penalties upon all these 
supposed Tyrants of the Air, You may see an account of this in the 
first chapter of the Capitularies of these two Emperors,"

You see, the government of France imposed a "silence policy" on 
Flying Saucers in the 9th Century just as our government does today, - 
And our "grievous penalties" against the Visitors is the standing or
der to Air Force and Navy pilots to shoot down Flying Saucers wherever 
they can. In the 9th Century the Ethereans tried a novel way to 
change the minds of the leaders and the masses. Said the Count:

"The Sylphs seeing the populace, the pedants and even the crowned 
heads thus alarmed against them, determined to dissipate the bad opin
ion people had their innocent fleet by carrying off men from every 
locality and showing them their beautiful women, their Republic, and 
their manner of government, and then setting them down again on earth 
in divers parts of the world."

No wonder those bloody dictators, Charlemagne and Louis, were so 
violently opposed to the presence of the Visitors. Thousands of French 
men were treated to a view of a republic, responsible citizens choos
ing their leaders by popular ballot. This was a threat to their abso
lute rule. The bloody dictators of the Roman Catholic Church were no 
less alarmed. The presence of the Flying Saucers was an open threat 
to their absolute rule of the minds and hearts of their pitiful subject
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According to the Count the Sylphs ”carriod out their plan” of try
ing to awaken those southern Frenchmen to the possibility of a New Age 
of Enlightenment, free from ruthless dictators and religious tyrants. 
”The people who saw these men descending (from the space ships) came 
running from every direction, convinced beforehand that they were sor
cerers who had separated from their companions in order to come and 
scatter poison on the fruit and in the springs. Carried away by the 
frenzy with which such fancies inspired them, they hurried these inno
cents off to torture. The great number of them who were put to death 
by fire and water throughout the kingdom is incredible."
HAVE WE CHANGED? NOT MUCH1

Of course we1re too modern now to subject Flying Saucer contactees 
to torture or drowning. We are more sophisticated and more subtle than 
the Frenchman of the 9th Century; we use character assassination. Air 
Force spokesmen imply that people who see Flying Saucers are deluded 
dupes or outright frauds. Neighbors subject Flying Saucers sighters 
to all kinds of ridicule. Frank Mannor, the Michigan farmer who watch
ed a Saucer maneuver around over his land for four hours one night last 
April, went through hell afterward. Drunks drove by his house after
ward, at night, and heaved beer bottles through his car windows. He 
and his wife received threatening and obscene telephone calls from 
people who refused to identify themselves. Some of these callers were 
spurred on by their religious leaders, no doubt.

”0ne day among other instances,” continued the Count, ”it chanced 
at L y 0ns that three men and a woman were seen descending from these 
aerial ships. The entire city gathered about them crying out that they 
were magicians and were sent by Grimaldus, Duke of Beneventum, Charle
magne's enemy, to destroy the French harvests. In vain the four inno- 
eents sought to vindicate themselves by saying that they were their 
own countrymen, and had been carried away a short time since by mirac
ulous men who had shown them unheard-of-marvels, and had desired them 
to give an account of what they had seen. The frenzied populace paid 
no heed to their defence, and were on the point of casting them into 
the fire when the worthy Abogard, Bishop of Lyons, who having been a 
monk in that city had acquired considerable authority there, came run
ning at the noise, and having heard the accusations of the people and 
the defence of the accused, gravely pronounced that both one and the 
other were false. That it was not true that these men had fallen from 
the sky, and that what they said they had seen there was impossible.”

Clever man, the Bishop of Lyons, he saved the lives of four inno
cent people. Even more important, he preserved the authority of the 
Roman Catholic Church. ”The people believed what their good father,Ag- 
obard said rather than their own eyes, were pacified, set at liberty 
the four Ambassadors of the Sylphs, and received with wonder the book 
which Agobard wrote to confirm the judgment which he had pronounced. 
Thus the testimony of these four witnesses was rendered vain.”

The negative bias of the Piscean Age was too strong to be overcome 
in the 9th Century with even this powerful testimony. This attempt of 
Zedechias and the Ethereans to open the minds of men failed, then, al-
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most; for there was no cessation in the endless irars, brutality and 
corruption of the times. Yet a philosophical seed had been planted 
by the Visitors; for the Count went on to tell the Abbe of the results 
of the visit to the Etherean realms by the three men and the woman:

"Nevertheless, as they escaped with their lives they were free to 
recount what they had seen, which was not altogether fruitless; for, 
as you will recall, the age of Charlemagne was prolific of heroic men. 
This would indicate that the woman who had been in the home of the 
Sylphs found credence among the ladies of that period. . . which com
pelled the people of those times to apply themselves somewhat to Philo
sophy; and thence were derived all the stories of the fairies which 
you find in the love legends of the age of Charlemagne and of those 
which followed. . . "
THE DAWN OF PROTESTANTISM

Here is a clue to the seeds of protest against the corruption of 
priesthood of the ^oman Catholic Church. They were planted in the 
hearts of Frenchmen of Languedoc and elsewhere in Southern France by 
Visitors from outer space in the 9th Century. Two centuries later the 
so-called Albigensian heresy was in full-blown revolt against the dead 
dogmas of the Church.

So liberal was the atmosphere of western Provence, Languedoc, then 
that the^Kabala could be openly acknowledged and taught by such leaders 
as Abraham ben Isaac, president of the Court of Law in Narbonne. The 
oldest known book on the Kabala, the "Bahir", was in circulatinn.
Then a religious fanatic named Lothario di Conti graced the throne in 
Rome and launched an all-out political and economic war against the 
French heretics, more generally known in those times as Catharists.
In Peter of Castelnau this new pope, Innocent III, found a religious 
maniac as ruthless and greedy for power as himself. Castelnau was ap
pointed Papal Legate with full power to enlist the aid of the king of 
Franoe in destroying all liberty in Southern France. When Brother 
Peter was assassinated on Jan. 14, 1208, Innocent III conceived the 
brilliant scheme of launching the Fourth Crusade, not against the infi
dels in the Holy Land, but against good Christians in Southern France! 
The bloody, and successful, war against Christian heretics dragged on 
long after Innocent Ill's death. But self-consciousness does not end 
at the grave and in 1245 the great pope's revenge was complete. From 
the Catholic heaven he could watch in triumph as his fanatical follow
ers overwhelmed the last Catharist citadel on Montsegur. To make their 
triumph complete the good Catholics roasted the remaining 200 protest
ing Christians alive. The stink of their burning flesh perfumed the 
air of Southern France for days afterward. Heresy was suppressed for 
a time and th teaching of the Ancient Wisdom was driven underground; 
but the Church forever lost its moral authority.

Nowhere in our history is the negative bias of the Piscean Age 
more obvious than in the sad tale told above. The story of the Albi
gensian heresy was dramatic proof of what the great Greek philosopher, 
Plato, had predicted almost a thousand years earlier at the end of the 
Aries Age. There are negative, barren periods when men lose sight of
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the divine principle within them, and they are governed solely by 
their animal passions. He foresaw correctly the endless strife and 
cruelty of the coming Piscean Age. Plato vas also aware of the con
tinuing and uplifting pressure of the Sun behind the sun.
THE DAILY «MONTSEGUR" OF VIETNAM

Thank God, Piscean influence is on the wane now. Daily, the 
Aquarian ideal of brotherhood is expressed more powerfully as millions 
lift their hearts and minds in prayers for peace. World War III, 
which threatened so surely from Korea 15 years ago, has been held off 
this long. Let us continue to believe that the increasing volume of 
prayer will be answered by an even mightier response from on high.

We cannot rest. There are billions of souls here on earth still 
dominated by Piscean Age influence. There is that religious fanatic 
Cardinal Spellman, for instance. A couple of years ago he prevailed 
upon the President of the United States to defend Catholic freedom in 
Vietnam by force of American arms. Communist and Buddhist heretics 
in that unhappy land were threatening to overpower the religious dic
tatorship of the extreme right. Every day is a "Montsegur" in South
eastern Asia.as patriotic Americans slaughter Vietnamese with the very 
best weapons. Those who aren't fortunate enough to be blown apart 
by our bombs are roasted to death with Napalm. This fiendish stuff 
is jellied from the best high-test gasoline Standard Oil can produce. 
The stink of burned hair and scorched flesh is a melancholy perfume 
indeed to send aloft anywhere. How much longer will we support the 
missionary effort of the Church in Vietnam before our national con
science is aroused? That is a moot question. The President has vowed 
to keep our troops there until every last heretic is killed, if neces
sary. Congress has voted more war-powers and money than he has asked 
for; and the majority of the people are backing him in this strife, 
according to the national polls.

But there is the continual and visible presence of Flying Saucers 
in America. All through 1966 the Visitors have been shaking our smug 
self-assurance. Sightings are so numerous and continuous now that 
Flying Saucer research groups cannot keep up with the flow of news 
stories. The Visitors will succeed now where they failed in the 9th 
Century. This is the end of the Piscean Age, not the middle of it. 
Saucer sightings and Saucer stories will continue to hammer away at 
our minds and hearts until we are forced to recognize that we are not 
alone in the universe. With this knowledge will come a sense of in
ternational responsibility so sadly lacking before. Even the Presi
dent seems to be getting sick of the huge conflict he started without 
even bothering to obtain a declaration of war from Congress. During 
his recent tour of the far east he told the Australians:

"We are ready to stop the bombing of North Vietnam. We are 
ready to produce a schedule for the withdrawal of our troops whenever 
the other side tells us what it is prepared to do to move toward peace 
in Vietnam. . . We do not seek the unconditional surrender of those 
who oppose us, nor to destroy or change any system of government, nor 
to deprive any people of what is rightfully theirs. . . "
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THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME
AS SUGGESTED IN THE NATION’S PRESS

For the past few months we’ve been tossing clippings into the 
"Future" file. These are from our own newspaper clips, books and 
magaxines, and from those sent in by Associates. We’re all hungry for 
prophecy whether it comes true or not; so let’s "chew" on these items 
which indicate what may happen in economics, education, philosophy, 
religion, science, politics and the space race in the next few years.

BIG POTENTIAL SEEN FOR STRUCTURED FOODS 
By Fred E. Tunks, Editor, "Feedstuffs"

Zero cholevterol foods, all vegetable, Kosher and Lenten meats, 
hot dogs, fruits, vegetables, nut meats —  they’re all simulated or 
structured foods that represent the almost unlimited versatility of a 
single fiber base, spun oilseed protein.

Theoretically, an analog of any food with a basic fibril structure 
can be made from a refined oilseed base. Dr. A.D. Odell, manager of 
the isolated soybean program for General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, told 
how it’s done last week at the Minnesota Nutrition Conference held here 
on the St, Paul campus of Minnesota’s Institute of Agriculture. And 
he dramatically emphasied the importance of such food manufacturing 
in shortening the food supply chain to meet the demands of an explod
ing world population. The process he described shortens this chain 
by spinning pure protein from soybean mealf for instance, into food 
fibers to make analogs of real meat which require consumption of the 
soybeaameal by an animal.

Dr. Odell’s presentation attracted more than a consumer interest 
among the nutritionists assembled here because of what effect analog 
foods might have on animal agriculture.

General Mills is one of several firms producing these spun protein 
fibers and structural foods. Others are Ralston Purina Co., Worthing
ton (Ohio) Foods and Unilever in London. Although General Mills is 
already deeply involved in the development of these oilseed fiber foods, 
Dr. Odell said it will be at least two years before the company will be 
able to go into full seale commercial production.

Worthington Foods has taken steps toward moving such products 
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into general distribution. The company has developed a full line of 
products that look, taste and chew like chicken, pork and beef products. 
Some of these foods are marketed in Columbus, Ohio food stores. These 
products are Wham, a ham-like product and White-Chik, simulated white 
meat chicken.
VEGETABLE PROTEIN ANALOGS OF MEAT

The nutritionists had an opportunity to sample several structured 
foods as canapes before the lunch at which Dr. Odell spoke. They 
were furnished by General Mills* Also, Dr. Odell passed around plastic 
cases filled with samples of these products which were analogs of fish, 
bacon, ham and beef.

"The meat analogs which I have described and which you have eaten 
are in no sense a threat to the meat industry," Dr* Odell declared. 
"These new foods complement meat, extend and improve total carcass use 
and because of their special qualities, can reinforce a protein diet 
in situations and in ways where natural meat is not applicable."

He said it can be predicted that cost per pound of these meat ana
logs will be approximately one half of their cooked natural counter
parts. And the dried versions, when compared with freeze dried meats, 
should be available for a "mere fraction" of the freeze-dried natural 
product.

Tenderness or toughness of the spun oilseed protein foods can be 
varied at will and the untritional level can be adjusted as desired. 
"Texture is under complete control," Dr. Odell said, "since fiber dia
meter and parallelism of fiber bundles or heterogeneity of short fibers 
can be deliberately used for mimicry of familiar textures. Dried ver
sions regain the desirable texture after a few minutes in hot water 
and, since such dry items are stable, they can be stored on the sheif 
until needed, with no special care required."

To indicate what effect the addition of natural meats has on the 
flavor of the structured products, Dr. Odell notes that, for example, 
when up to 25$ of bacon ends or chicken skins are incorporated in the 
binding mixture, the flavor of the product is improved and yet the 
cholesterol and animal fat content is held within acceptable limits. 
Further, highly nutritious portions of carcass which perform poorly in 
canning operations can be reconstituted and improved with spun soy 
fiber.

"By adding the legal minimum plus an additional amount of these 
new foods," Dr. Odell continued, "quality improvement is easy to 
achieve and the money mechanics are greatly improved for the meat grow
er, the meat processor and General Mills."

Herefs how Oeneral Mills produces these foods which have a spun 
oilseed meal base:
1. 55$ oilseed meal is upgraded to 97$ pure protein.
2. This pure protein is dispersed in alkali and then precipitated at
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the isoelectric point in a ba<th by drawing it away, continuously, from 
the face of "spinnerets", much as one would for rayon or nylon. These 
monofilaments, which are not given any chemical hardening or other 
treatment, are easily digested.
3, The fibrils are combined with standard, edible items such as wheat 
gluten, egg albumin, vegetable or animal fats, flavors and dyes.
4, The mixture is cooked, setting up an edible mass,
5, Resultant products are used as such or refrigerated, canned or dried,
FOOD FOR THE INCREASING MILLIONS

From where will the world's food protein come in the aftermath of 
the population explosion? These are the sources mentioned by Dr. Odell.

—  Greater dichotomy in food production is necessary. Traditional - 
methods will have to be augmented, not replaced, by tapping unused re
sources which have been more or less ignored thus far. At the same 
time, the food chain, whenever possible, must be shortened.

—  The of the world represented by ocean must be tapped to a far 
greater extent than it is at present. Ways can and should be found to 
use oceanic, coastal and esturial waters as well-mapped, controlled 
fish pastures. Italians have demonstrated that it is possible to raise 
100,000 lbs. of shell fish on only one acre of esturial bottom in one 
year.

—  Food yeasts and algae can be grown on industrial and metropolitan 
wastes. Japanese are actively engaged in pilot plant work on Chlorella 
and are predicting a powdered product which will cost about 35$ per 
pound of protein.

—  Bacteria are another excellent source of high quality protein and 
the powders produced by harvesting and drying bacteria can have a pro
tein level of 70/C and an impressive vitamin content. A special class 
of bacteria and yeasts grow readily on crude oil. A thousand pound 
batch will multiply to 5,000 lb. in only 24 hours.
BUT THE FOODS MUST BE FAMILIAR!

Tapping these new food resources is feasible but, as pointed out • 
by Dr. Odell, "no matter how hungry people are, they resist the unfam
iliar and if it does not taste, look, smell and chew like familiar 
foods, it is difficult of impossible to get people to eat it, on a 
continuing basis."

That's why General Mills is working on the convexsion of oilseed 
protein into monofilaments to provide a textural basis for meat analogs 
or other "textured" or "engineered" foods. "Meat, fish, fowl and ve
getables are the most prized of foods in all cultures," Dr. Odell said, 
"This is because of their succulence, flavors, nutritional qualities, 
aad, above all, the textures contributed by their basic fibril structure^

World population stands at 3.3 billion today, but it is predicted 
that it will climb to at least 7 billion in 35 years, "An entirely 
new U.S., duplicating all that has been done since Plymouth Rock, will
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will need to be superimposed on the same real estate in the next 30- 
40 years," Dr. Odell declared. "Even allowing for the average infant 
death rates (often as high as SO$ in the emerging nations) one must 
conclude that 80$ of the world’s population will be Asian, African and 
Latin American,

,fFrou my vantage point as a life scientist, it is terrifyingly 
apparent that no matter how newsworthy other modern scientific endea
vors may be, none of them begin to approach in importance the desper
ate, almost world-wide race against protein malnutrition. . , Even to 
achieve a 20$ improvement in their present, pitifully inadequate food 
supplies per capita, the emergent, technically unskilled nations must, 
by themselves, quadruple their current food production by the year 
2000. In other words, they must add to the total world larder an am»« 
ount of food equal to that being produced by the whole world at this 
moment.

"Can they do it? Obviously not, nor is there enough time left 
for birth control, new plant hybrids or any other device which could 
make any significant difference."
THE POLITICAL TIME-BOMB OF OVERPOPULATION

He talked of the political and socio-economic consequences of 
the world food shortage. The people of semi-starved nations, he rea
soned, "will be very pliable putty in the hands of any regime which 
offers, however fraudulent it may be, any sort of anodyne to their 
anguish. This I fear is the time bomb which will be the devastating 
aftermath of the current population explosion."

* * *

In Dr. Odellfs gloomy and all too true prediction we see the 
last surge of creativity of the waning Piscean Age. Millions of young 
souls will see, feel, touch, taste and smell life in the physical for 
the last time on this planet. From here on we*ll need ideal weather 
conditions for production of the maximum amount of food for the hordes 
of hungry mouths. Will we have it? No, just the opposite. The cumu
lative effects of the atomic fusion and fission testing programs of 
the early 1950s are becoming increasingly apparent as the extremes of 
hot and cold, wet and dry become more violent. The recent disastrous 
floods in Italy and the total drouth in parts of India are current 
examples.

The positive side of Dr. Odell*s talk was the story of the suc
cessful program for developing acceptable and tasty meat substitutes, 
from vegetable proteins. This promises to lift a tremendous burden - 
from the animal kingdom as the gradual but inexorable shift from ani
mal foods takes place. How else can the spiritual demands of the 
Aquarian Age be met except in more refined, lighter bodies? I sus
pect that not only meat but also the popular drugs, alcohol and tobac
co will no longer be popular or even widely available. No doubt the 
animal kingdom itself will change as the carnivorous varieties disap
pear from the face of the earth.
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THE POWERHOUSE BEHIND BSRA
By now, some of you who read these pages, are wondering at the 

source of inspiration which leads us to pull this kind of fantastic 
material together. Who brings these books and pamphlets to our hand,
1jghts up our imagination, helps give shape and purpose to this talk, 
"Spacecraft From Beyond the Sun"?

We call our invisible powerhouse the Inner Circle. This is a 
group of sixteen men and women, all of whom were once dwellers in the 
flesh, and some of whom will return again to the physical world, Thei 
dedicated channel for relaying information to the here-living is Mark 
Probert. His trance mediumship began to unfold or develop about the 
time our founder-director, Meade Layne, was organining Borderland 
Sciences Research Associates in San Diego, California in 1946.

On the evening of Nov. 28, 1951, a small group of people gathered 
in the apartment of Mark and Irene Probert in San Diego. It included 
Meade Layne, the late director of BSRA, Francis Ohm, business man,
Dr. J.K. Christie and C.J. Sherburne, electronics engineers, F.E. Ro
gers, editor and publisher, Harriet Foster, secretary, and Mark and 
Irene Probert.

This was a special meeting in which it was hoped to obtain more 
information on Flying Saucers, their origin, means of propulsion, and 
reasons for appearing around the earth at that time. Mark went into 
trance and the head of the Inner Circle, the Yada di Shi*ite took over

"Friends, for aeons of time civilizations have come and gone. 
Great teachers have come to man, imploring him to turn from his sel
fish ways —  but to no avail. Man now, in this civilization, is no 
different from man 500,000 vears ago (when the Yada lived in an anci
ent Himalayan civilization.) It is the same self-interest —  always 
I, I, I. This situation has brought about the destruction of other 
civilizations and it is going to do the same for you. Can you not 
smell it in the wind?

"This Korean affair is merely one of the many fuses leading to 
the main keg of explosives. This has to come if there is to be any 
peace on the earth hereafter. The world is filled with malignant 
growths and unless they are cut out, they will continue to eat and 
eat until your civilization dies of slow rot. Every turn you take in 
the scientific world, the religious world, the philosophical world, 
it is the same, tI, the leader, say this to you, and you abide by it.*

"Now you want to know about the Discs and other strange things 
seen in your skies. Believe me, I do not desire to be an alarmist.
I do not like to bring this kind of thought to you —  but need I? Is 
it not plainly observable to you? Yes, I know you are interested in 
doing what you can to help and there is great need for such people.

"Let me speak first of the Teacher you call Jesus the Christ. 
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He was a great man. a great Avatar, belonging to one of the most secret 
orders of Egypt and India. He knew that Man was once a space being 
before he built points in space to move around on. Jesus said, *In 
my Father^ house are many mansions*, meaning thereby the bodies in 
space as well as space itself —  the planetary bodies, not alone in 
your solar system but in the others. No matter how great your tele
scopes, no end shall ever be found of these bodies.
THE EARTH'S JAIL, THE MOON

"Now I shall speak directly. Many of these bodies in your solar 
system have been occupied by Man from time to time. The Moon is not 
much of a place and is not often used except for a most secret kind of 
work. Mars —  the central part of Mars —  yes! The interior of Mars 
has been used many times, by human beings from planetary bodies in 
outer space beyond your solar system. It is so being used, now.

"These Discs that are in your sky do not come from these material 
planets, although similar ships have come from material planets. It 
is most difficult to express in understandable terms according to your 
laws of physics how a material plane could move at such great rates 
of speed in passing from one planetary body to another, because some 
of your most distinguished physicists believe that matter moving at 
the speed of light would turn into light. But this is not so. All 
that is needed is to get outside and away from the pressure of your 
own gravitation, and away from the magnetic fields of the earth, and 
then you can travel at speeds up into the millions of miles an hour 
without any ill effect."

"You mean that an airplane made of matter as we understand it 
could make that speed?" asked Meade Layne.

"Yes, that is right," replied the Yada.
"Can you give us any idea of the type of propulsion that would 

be used?" asked Meade.
"There are forces that might be called magnetism if you wish, 

existing between any two bodies in space. Your space here is very 
much like a heavy oil. Two bodies never really meet, but they play 
upon each other through this oily or jellied substance called the 
Ethers. To pick up this energy flow —  to come in on what you call 
♦the beam1, is to follow these lines of energy existing between any 
two bodies in epace. Some may believe that the magnetism of the earth 
is not very strong, but this is not so. All that is needed is an in
strument sensitive enough to pick up these high rates of energy motion.

"How would our airship be protected?" asked F.E. Rogers.
"The outside of the craft could be so made that by a method of 

repulsion any other body would be held off with no danger of collision." 
replied the Yada.

"I3 there any truth to reports of landings of large space ships?"
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"In Australia," replied the Yada, "and also in the Andes mountains 
(in South America) there is a plateau on which these Discs have landed 
from time to time. Some of them are far too large to land in any of 
your modern airfields.

"The fireballs that have been seen in your skies do not come from 
Mars or anv other body, but are space etheric phenomena. (In answer 
to a question) Yes, the Etherians have something to do with them.
Mostly they are sent out to absorb the atomic radiations in your at
mosphere. . . Yes, you do well to be thankful for them. Now, there are 
certain light-balls in the ethers that are projected by the Etherians 
and these act as photographic eyes. They can take, or register, lines 
of force, the entire inner parts of your planes; so the Etherians can 
see exactly how your plane3 are made. . . Yes, some of these photo
graphic fireballs explode or disintegrate, but in the meantime they 
also pass back to certain points in space what they have photographed. 
Fireballs seen lately that act like meteors are those sent out to ab
sorb the radiations of your atomic explosions."

"Do you know about reported landings in Australia and Scotland," 
asked Meade.

The Yada askes to be excused for a moment and speaks aside in the 
Yu language of his Himalayan time to someone on his own side of the 
Veil before replying.

"There is a certain secret work going on at present between the 
Etherians and certain high earth authorities —  you understand, I sup
pose, that I do not use the word 'high* in the usual sense. I am re
ferring to those belonging to some of the secret Lodges of Earth —  . 
This work has to do with the great possibility of the Earth's destruc
tion. Several mil^s under the Barth's crust a very serious dissolving 
is going on, more rapid than ever before.

"There are also long talks concerning the use of atomic energy 
against the ethers —  not because the Etherians are worried about your 
destroying yourselves physically, but it will break up the ether pres
sures on the earth —  and it is very serious to have these stresses 
disturbed. That's something for you to sleep on, if you canl These 
men have landed in Australia in a secret landing field. They have not 
only been in Scotland, but to high authorities in England, and to a 
few of your men and women here in high standing —  I refer to the 
Secret Orders."

"Are any of these men and women government officials?"
"Not many, but a few are members of these Orders. . . Yes, these 

Visitors are very human-like; but that does not mean that they come from 
any material planet, but from the etheric doubles of the planets. . . 
Yes, they may be said to materialize as huinan beings, like your own 
people, only healthier. Your body is under direct command of your 
mind. You'll realize this after you get out of it. . . Yes, this con
tact has been going on a long time -- ever since the world began.
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The Btherian world has always acted as a'guardian over its material bro
ther. . . Yes, long before Atlantis, and long before my civilization 
of Yu which came before Atlantis. • .
INTERPLANETARY TRAVEL PREDICTED

" . . .  this war in Korea may come to a seeming end, but is really 
the beginning of a greater conflagration. And what are your people 
getting ready to do? To remove themselves from this planet. Not later 
than 1965, you will be travelling from planet to planet. . . Your sci
entists have not been permitted to tell you of life on other planets.
A very concentrated move has been going on, to reach the moon, and it - 
is now possible. (If the Yada is here referring to the successfnl man
ufacture of flyable interplanetary hardware by human beings of the U.S. 
and/or Russia in 1951, it is still a very well kept secret in 1966! He 
made no further reference to it in this 1951 seance. RHC.)

»Is the Roman Catholic Hierarchy aware of this communication with 
the Etherians?" asked Francis Ohm.

"Yes, but they are trying their utmost to keep it from the people. 
In the Catholic Hierarchy you are fighting an evil Power attempting the 
enslavement of the people. The war of Armageddon is coming. It is a 
direct conflict between »black* and *white* forces. That war will be 
a space war, perhaps tearing asunder a great part of the solar system. 
Many will come to know that they belong with either White or Black —  - 
they will become consciously aware of it and will take up arms. Remem
ber that Man, in moving from planet to planet, has made what are called 
different races on these different planets. Now these races were ga
thered here where the great Guardians of the Earth hoped they would 
come to an understanding, but no, they have not."

"There will be seismic disturbances?" asked Meade.
"Japan stands near the top of the list for almost complete des

truction by quakes and tidal waves, perhaps in a short time —  maybe 
not longer than two years. . . Yes, the reason lies in the collective 
Karma of the people. . . Yes, also in the volcanic structure and in the 
deterioration I spoke of far below the crust. But we generalize too 
much. The Sun is going to have a great flare-up before long; there 
will be huge sunspots this coming year, some of the largest seen in the 
history of man. . . No. there seems no immediate probability of quakes 
in Korea, but Formosa is due for one. Any spot along the great fault 
is in constant danger of destruction. Of course, the disturbances 
that will hit the Japanese Islands will affect your coast here, with 
possibly a heavy tidal wave along the whole Pacific Coast. . . There 
is no danger of the San Andreas fault opening up again, except in case 
of a heavy Japanese quake. All faults along the line will probably be 
activated. Now perhaps this will not happen right away and you will 
be disappointed. I would like to bring a nice big quake to please you.

"As you know, we do not like to make predictions; because, after 
all, Man*s mind governs the so-called acts of Nature. And he has the 
power —  and only he —  to change his way of thinking. So Man is the
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most unpredictable of shall I say? all God's creatures."
"Man1s mind governs the so-called acts of Nature," said the Yada 

fifteen years ago. Since then millions of men and women must have 
shifted their feelings from war toward peace. If not, how can we ex
plain the fact that the Korean war didn't expand into World War III? 
And at this writing the Japanese islands have still suffered only the 
usual quotas of earthquakes and tidal waves. Someone’s hand is on the 
brakes of destruction!

Drawn from a 
painting by j
Mark Probert. >
Small color print i 
for meditation purposes 
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"HE WALKS ON MOUNTAINS, NOT IN THE VALLEY"
In 1959 we had an interesting comment and observation on the 

spiritual background of the Yada di Shi’ite. This came unsolicited - 
to BSRA from Peggy LeGrand, a "sensitive", channeling New Age infor
mation from her spiritual teachers, Astaron and Alsirian. In 1958, 
Bryant and Helen Reeve had played for Peggy a tape recording of one 
of the Mark Probert seances in San Diego, where the Yada had spoken.
In September 1956 she asked her teachers about the Yada.

"We see our friends who are with you and the question inthheir 
minds concerning the entity they named to you (the Yada di Shi’ite),
We are aware of this soul, this Intelligence. He is on a most impres
sive level of wisdom. He was an Easterner, or rather he lived in what 
is your Eastern world today, but it was far more civilized where he 
was than is that part of the Earth in this present age.

"He was a priest, a teacher, or whatever you choose to call it, 
an Initiate of the Mysteries and a wise and good man. He was not of 
our present world; so his ideas seem foreign to you; and his Teachers 
would be far beyond your comprehension. Some of them are Space men 
and some are in a strata of the Spirit world, beyond the reach of any 
living being. He was not on another star at the time he came to earth. 
He comes from another system and another form of world that I cannot 
now explain.

"Let us leave it at this: He is wise and his wisdom is, for the 
most part, beyond humanity’s ability to grasp and for that reason he - 
will never reach many, and those he reaches will be able to incorpor
ate only a little of his teaching into their lives. Yet it will be 
of inestimable value and well worth hearing.

"He is not on a ray that understands Earth love, not even the 
higher type. His love is Cosmic and can aid only highly developed 
souls. He walks on mountains, not in the valley; yet his teachings 
may lift those in the valley to a higher place if they listen to and 
strive to understand them.

"He is a very powerful force in his world. He is hard to under
stand completely. Listen to his words when you can and do not be 
troubled if you cannot always follow them." Astaron,

Later, Alsirian made this observation: "You wish my word also 
on the Yada di Shi’ite? My word will only echo Astaron's, A great 
Mind, a great Soul, not of our evolution, not of our worlds. The Ya- 
da*s teachings are most advanced and lofty, and even where not fully 
understood will yet awaken the thought of the listeners and lead them 
to new and helpful ideas and concepts. Not for any great audience, 
this one! The few who now and then hear his words profit by their 
stupendous wisdom.v

The above is from our Round Robin Journal of Borderland Research 
for December 1959. The 1951 seance material on pps. 39-43 is from 
BSRA mimeo brochure #10-Q, of the Inner Circle communications.
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OUR SUN TAKES A MATE*
Some of the most significant information about the Visitors from 

deep space, both within the Solar System and without, came in the ear
ly 1950s. A Brazilian named Dino Kraspedon was one of these fortunate 
or unfortunate earthlings. His material was published in 1957 under 
the title, "My Contact With Flying Saucers", by Gray Barker.

In November 1952 Kraspedon and a friend were driving in the Anga- 
tuba range of mountains near his home of Sao Paulo. They saw a forma
tion of five Flying Saucers. The weather was bad and they couldn*t 
stay in the area. Later, Dino and his friend returned and stayed three 
days and nights, hoping for a personal contact. The last night a Fly
ing Saucer landed near their camp and they were invited aboard for a 
visit. Kraspedon says they stayed an hour and the captain of the space 
ship explained their equipment and the operations of the ship. He 
promised to visit Dino later at his home in Sao Paulo.

This occurred in about five months. Dino*s wife suddenly announ
ced to him one day that there was a minister at the door. He prided 
himself on being an atheist and very scientific; so it was a reluctant 
Brazilian who went to the door. The "missionary" there was dressed 
in the usual, conventional dark clothes; but in them was the captain 
of the Flying Saucerl Kraspedon*s wife then left the house taking the 
children with her, and the two were free to discuss many of the pro
blems of existence in this awesome universe.

To the doubtful Kraspedon the Saucer captain proved he was some
one quite unusual by conversing easily in several earth tongues. His 
knowledge of our Bible and the Hebrew language —  and his unswerving 
belief in God —  eventually converted Kraspedon from an atheist to an 
ethical Deist. The captain said he and his craft came from Jupiter —  
not from the parent body, of course, but from the largest moon of Ju
piter, Ganymede. He sometimes lives on Io, also.

The Saucer captain was greatly concerned over the deplorable con
ditions of politics and social conditions in Brazil and elsewhere on 
the planet, and also the tragic backwardness of our science, which re
fusee to recognize and admit the errors in its basic theory!

One startling prophecy given at this time in 1953 by this UFO 
captain from Jupiter was this: Before the year 2000 our solar system 
will become a binary, with two suns!

"Another sun will soon enter our solar system," he told Dino. "It 
is a body of monstrous proportions which will shortly become visible 
in the direction of Cancer. It will not, however, emit any light, 
as the light of a sun only becomes intense when it enters into a sec
ondary magnetic field such as our solar system. It begins to rotate 
on entering such a field. It deforms space around itself, and gener
ates currents which rise to its brilliance.

"If it were luminous beforehand, its light would set up a force 
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of repulsion, and it would be deflected -from its path. With no lum
inosity it becomes subject to the pressure of our Sun, but its own 
momentum will ensure that it enters our system. It will first be seen 
as a reddish light, later turning to blue. After reaching the area 
of the large planetary bodies, it will encounter the repulsive force 
of the Sun; but in its rear it will then have the weight of the large 
bodies or planets (Saturn and Jupiter) also imparting a force of re
pulsion in the opposite direction. The force of repulsion of the 
planets behind it, the light it gives off and its great mass, will 
cause the present Sun to move farther away from the magnetic center of 
our system. Then the two Suns will settle down (in domestic felicity) 
in their new orbits, the one of greater mass and lesser light being 
nearer the center.
THERE’LL BE SOME CHANGES MADE!

"Two Suns in the solar system will create difficult problems," 
continued the Jupiter UFO captain. "The orbits of all the planets 
will be changed. Mercury will move into the area between the present 
orbits of Venus and the Earth. Venus will move out to a position be
tween the present orbit of the Earth and Mars. The Earth will feel 
the effect before the new Sun settles down in its definitive orbit.

"As the luminosity of this body increases, the pressure of this 
light will cause the Moon to move out of its orbit and it will settle 
in a position that will turn it into a planet. With this displacement 
it will take part of the etheric mass of the Earth, which will impart 
to it a stabilized movement."

Hoorayl Now we know how the laggard, Piscean-oriented souls are 
going to be removed from the earth and its Astral vicinity. The Moon 
will become a temporary solar system bus and take them with it. When 
it settles down in its own orbit as a planet, these blood-thirsty hu
mans can reincarnate there and go on killing, lusting, hating and in
dulging their vices until they’ve had enough. How will these haters 
and bigots be removed from the flesh? And placed in that part of the 
Etheric-Astral which is going to be torn from the Earth? Read on.

"One of the satellites of Mars will be torn from its present or
bit and thrown into space. As it is a relatively dense body it will 
be attracted towards the center of the system rather than repelled 
outwards. Its trajectory will be such that it will become a satellite 
of the Earth.

"Everything depends on its direction of travel when it contacts 
the Earth. If this happens to be against the direction of rotation 
of the Earth, then the shock produced by its contact with the etheric 
covering of the Earth will smash it to pieces. If it is with the ro
tation of the Earth, then the satellite will attach itself to this 
planet. The Earth, itself, will not be affected by this impact, as 
its etheric covering will protect it,"

I suppose the way in which the Mars satellite, Phobos or Deimos, 
approaches us, against or with our rotation, will bedecided by our
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THE END OF SEGREGATION
"According to our calculations," the Jupiterian told Kraspedon,

"a shower of rocks is all that will reach the surface of the planet, 
principally in the area of Europe and North Africa, Asia Minor, the 
north of South America and the south of North America. The impact will 
turn this now splendid Martian satellite into fragments weighing about 
50 lbs. each, which will lay waste these areas. After that, everything 
will become normal again and we shall have a new sky in which to travel 
and you will have a new Earth."

If and when it comes, that shower of 50 pound rocks will certain
ly take care of the segregation problem in the southern states! And 
the poverty in northern Brazil. Kraspedon wondered how soon this cal
amity would happen.
THE SUN OF JUSTICE

"When will this take place? In the distant future?"
"It will be soon, toward the end of this century. The Earth will 

begin its millenium with a new source of light to illuminate it. Many 
people will vanish forever from the face of the earth but a small com
munity, obedient to the Laws of God, will remain, and present suffering 
will cease.

"The 8un which is to come will be called the Sun of Justice. Its 
appearance in the heavens will be the warning signal of the coming of 
the One who will shine even more than the Sun itself!"

* * *
A MESSAGE FROM ASHTAR

Before concluding the transcript of this talk we must include part 
of a letter just received from long-time BSRAssociate Andy Hardie of 
Santa Barbara, California. Both of his married daughters came down 
from Oregon to help him celebrate his 80th birthday. Both are "sensi
tives". Both are students of metaphysics and believers in the Flying 
Saucer phenomenon. Andy was so impressed by the UFO story of Betty 
and Barney Hill in the October "Look" Magazines that he read it aloud 
to them. No sooner was he finished than one of the girls felt the 
presence of her "doorkeeper", and the wrote down this message:

"I am Ashtar. There are two active Command Members on the staff 
of Look Magazine, and this was the reason the coverage was made on the 
Hill's story. We have been pushing publication of that story for two 
years without success; for we knew it could bring millions into a new 
awareness of Space Contacts. This is just a taste of ESP and related 
subjectsthat will 'out —  far out' one another. This was not a space 
ship under my command, by the way, but rather an associate brotherhood 
which is not negative. But it does work with questionable ways of 
which I do not altogether approve. More could be said."

behavior in the next 25 years.’ *
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Yes, much could be said, pro and con, about the startling experi
ence of Barney and Betty Hill related in the October "Look" magazines. 
Most people will want to reject the story because it portrays human 
beings as putty in the hands extra-terrestrials from who-knows-wherc. 
This is a painfully disagreeable blow to our pride. Meade Layne, our 
former director, and others, broached this aspect of the Flying Saucer 
phenomenon to members of the Inner Circle through Mark Probert. Meade 
was especially concerned about people and airplanes being kidnapped 
by UFOs, and whether or not the victims were well treated.

One one occasion the Yada di Shi’ite replied, "They are well treat
ed generally, but who are you to object to the mistreatment of human 
beings?" At that time we were slaughtering orientals in Korea with 
great gusto, and the orientals were returning the compliment. And then 
there is the mistreatment of minority races here in the United States 
by the very best white people. What is going to happen to such cruel, 
bigoted, race-conscious people as we move into the Aquarian Age? They 
wont be around any more.
"There is no room for the Piscean Age people in the completed Aquarian 
concept; for change they do not like. Anything that uproots what 
they have standardized is an enemy] That is what the Spiritualist move
ment has become, a robot, supported by the dreams and hopes of the 
Piscean hangers-on. Ashtar."
CHANGE, IF YOU WOULD KNOW YOURSELF

Andy and his daughtens had been discussing the use of psychedelic 
drugs, LSD, mescaline, etc., as a means of opening the psychic centers 
and got this observation from Ashtar last October:

"With the passing of time comes change, changes in how you think, 
feel and act. Those who cannot change first their thoughts cannot be 
expected to follow the new concepts being poured out, in action. I am 
repeating this again because man must first change before he can know 
himself.

"Those who seek to find in drugs a haven or a heaven are only de
luding or forstalling the real experience. They who use an artificial 
means of opening the Chakras without spiritual understanding or guidance 
are toying with their own sanity. It takes Inner Balance to go forth 
each day into the light of each one’s higher-self vibration. It takes 
no balance to swallow a drug and go on a self-propelled binge. This 
is like people who boast that liquor is good for you if you know how 
to use it. If one knew the spiritual chances one is taking one would 
never use it. Man does not know yet what the psychic side effects are 
to the use of these hallucinary drugs. They are dealing with the ef
fects to the lower-self only, not understanding the higher levels which 
are forced, undeveloped, into play.

"The spiritual way is one step at a time, quiet, and patient, no 
tricks, no experiments, no side-show pills. Spirit is not pushable, 
and those who try to develop at a speed not natural are only courting 
delay and disappointment. . . When one feels stress in any part of them 
selves they are trying too hard. . . "
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C lips , Q uotes  &  C omments
BALANCE SPIRITUAL FORCES AND THE BODY FOLLOWSJ

"Associate Ardella Wolf lent her pair of Eeman Screens to one of 
our Understanding members who had been thru untold torture with a hip 
ailment, bone deterioration, eventual surgery, and was given the max
imum amount of pain killers. She pulled thru, but still in some pain. 
Anyway, after three days of using the Eeman Screens, her whole body 
broke out with red spots. We think it was the excessive sedatives 
being stirred up and out. There was no pain or itching. The spots 
lasted a couple of weeks then disappeared. Her son was so amazed he 
made up a pair of screens for her, and a set for himself."

Helen Anderson
Soquel, California

For years L.E. Eeman tried to get England's doctors and orthodox 
scientists to recognize the spiritual forces flowing along his screens 
and wires. They were so loaded down with Piscean limitations they ab
solutely refused to even look at the evidence. So these are spiritual 
healing devices operating in the area of religious concepts and beliefs. 
We believe that the Screens re-establish a balanced flow of the healing 
love of the Christ in the physical organism. For those Associates who 
haven't the time or the skill to make their own for a spiritual research 
program, we still make the Screens at $5 a pair, tax and post paid.
HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRA-VIOLET RAY LAMPS AVAILABLE

Earlier this year we spoke of research work being done by a few 
Associates, using the standard GE Argon bulb in connection with a high- 
irequency Tesla Coil. The Argon gas in the bulb emits a stream of ultra
violet rays and particles. These relieve infections around teeth and 
in other parts of the ^ody. This is nothing new as ultra-violet ray 
lamp outfits were built and sold to doctors over fifty years agoj But 
Color-Ray healing is or will be Aquarian Age therapy; so the ultra
violet ray devices are way ahead of their time as far as orthodox med
icine is concerned, centered as it is on the earth and earth forces in 
drugs. Color-Ray therapy uses Light! And Light is a function of 
space. We aren't fully in the Space Age yet!

Mrs. Wolf is a beautician and during a recent trip up the Pacific 
coast she showed us an ultra-violet ray device used as a skin and scalp 
stimulator in some beauty shops. This is the same identical argon bnlb 
and coil offered to doctors as a therapeutic ddvice fifty years ago!
And refused by them as its use kills the sale of drugs. The outfit, 
complete and ready to go with instructions, in a case, can be bought 
from Master Appliances, Inc., 1600 Factory Ave., Marion, Indiana 46952 
for $22.50. In writing to them, ask for their catalog of ultra-violet 
or highfrequency outfits.
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HE HAS AN INFECTED TOOTH
"Enclosed fird money order for the following items: $5.00 for 

membership renewal, $10 for a set of MWO antennas, and $1.25 for a 
copy of ’Spacecraft From Beyond The Sun’; also $2 for an Argon light 
bulb as you can get them without a lot of trouble. I would like to 
try the bulb for an infected tooth. Sure enjoy reading your wonder
ful magazine. Thanks."

C ,F . F o rd
Lexington, Virginia

Thanks so much for the renewal and for the order for BSRA mater
ial. The Spacecraft talk, the set of antennas and the bulb are on 
their way. For those of you who dont have an MWO Tesla Coil to drive 
an Argon bulb, the Master Highfrequency outfit described on the pre
ceding page will do just as well.

For those of you who want to build your own MWO for research pur
poses, we can supply a pair of handmade antennas, aluminum foil on 
white fiberglass, for $10 a pair, post and tax paid. The same person 
here in Vista who makes these will also hand wind the Tesla Coil, on 
plastic forms, according to Bob Beck's original specifications, for 
$12.50 the set, post and tax paid.
ANOTHER COPY OF "RETURN OF THE DOVE" WANTED

"Would it be possible to get a copy of Margaret Storm’s book,
’The Return of the Dove’? A friend of mine had a copy over here on 
lone to him from someone he knew; not being able to lend the book, I 
read through parts of it -- as much as I could —  until it was time 
for me to leave. . . Here’s hoping you might be able to fill me in; 
maybe you even have this book for sale?"

Michael K. O ’Callaghan 
17 Albion St., So. Yarra, S.E. 1 
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

No, we have no cppies of Margaret Storm’s book for sale here but 
perhaps an Associate \Till be kind enough to offer one or let you know 
where One can be purchased.
1000 COPIES OF "THEY LIVE IN THE SKY" NOW AVAILABLE.’

Gray Barker, Saucerian Books, PO Box 2228, Clarksburg, West Vir
ginia, announces that he has discovered 1000 printed but unbound co« 
pies of Trevor James’ masterpiece in his warehouse! Long out of print 
this revelatinn of Saucer contact material, with Ashtar as its chief 
source, has been much in demand among researchers. Gray will need 
cash in advance to finance the binding of the copies and is now offer
ing them on a first-come, first-served basis at $4.95 a copy. He prom
ises that if this limited offer is over-subscribed, he will return 
your money. In the book, Trevor offers photographic proof of the 
etheric nature of the aeroforms. Invaluable also is information on 
the good and evil aspects of the UFO phenomenon, and the danger of try
ing to contact the Shaver "Deros" in the Cavern world.
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RUSSIANS ALREADY ON THE WAY TO MARS?
We continue to receive reports on ESP research from Associate 

Joe Ponciano and his Chicago group. They are using the Project Her
mes device as an electronic stimulator of the telepathic centers in 
the head, (Schematic diagram and explanation of Project Hermes are 
in BSRA No, 12-A, 22 pages, $1.00) During the session of Tuesday 
night, Oct. 18, 1966, one female member of the group received and wrote 
down the following:
"The Russians are on their way to the Moon and Mars, We are watching 
them as they approach Mars, There is a wall of impassable atmosphere 
that will prevent them from landing. It has been erected for this pur
pose. They will return to earth safely after we have given them the 
same instructions and information we have given all those contacted 
in the past."

If this is true, it is quite likely our American Astronauts have 
been contacted at times during their orbital flights, but have been 
wise enough to keep their mouths shut about it for the time being.

"There will be a news leak about this but it will not give the 
whole story, as certain interests on earth are determined to keep 
everything on the basis that leads to self-destruction for earth.
You will hear much more about spaceships in 1967. By the end of that 
year it will only be a rarity for an earth person not to have seen us.
UFO SIGHTINGS WILL NO LONGER BE DENIED
"Contact will be much more forceful, widespread. Our presence and our 
warnings will no longer be hushed or denied. We will do this only to 
discharge an obligation we feel towards our brothers on earth; so they 
may yet save themselwes from the coming holocaust. The forces of good 
and evil, negative and positive, will come to battle in the next two 
yearrs. Whatsoever is the outcome of this, so then is the die cast. 
Destruction for purification first —  before the Golden Age of brother
hood.
"If only all the world see the Light or a majority at least, then the 
Golden Age will come to you sooner by 75 years. But in the earth 
where all is illusion, one can only doubt that you will ever do things 
the easy way. The lessons must, as in all earth’s history, be diffi
cult to master. Lift up your hearts and continue to pray for peace 
and understanding.
"All these in this room need not have these lessons, because you have 
all learned these simple facts of universal law and life. You are go
ing to see clearly and help others to understand. There is nothing 
for any of you to fear; things will happen to you in which you will 
feel a protection, an intervention of natural laws that surround you."

Transmission on this was stopped at this time, as it was the end 
of the 20-minute session and the Project Hermes device was shut off. 
Only two members are actually in the weak field of Hermes. The rest 
tune in by relaxing and turning inward, becoming "cholinergic",
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"WORLD WIDE DIVINE LOVE RADIATION SERVICE"
How does one earn the right to the protection men-

--- tioned on the preceding page? By giving it! In
the form of Love, poured out not only at this 
Christmastime 1966 but daily throughout the year. 

This is not the personal love exemplified by Venus, 
but as we mentioned earlier on page 1, the impersonal 

love of Uranus on a higher octave. This outpouring 
from your heart is a welcome contribution any time to 

that mighty reservoir of Light from which the Christ 
draws to carry on His work of salvation. But you may 

want to augment your own efforts by joining in a world
wide prayer service initiated by Dr. C.H. Yeang from Malay
sia in 1960» Since then his little pink sheets, 360,000 of 

them have gone all over the world. Here, surely, is one very 
real Aquarian effort that has softened the hearts of the leaders. Dr. 
Yeang writes:

"Millions all over the world are daily craving for peace and good 
Kill* in churches, templs, monasteries and mosques. This is the most 
effective means the common man has of fighting fear, hatred and all 
negative emotions and conditions.

"Why not join hands with this peaceful army striving for peace? 
Dont just sit down and wait for things to happen. Your precious help 
is sought. No money is needed, no undue strain on your daily work —  
only five minutes a day of mental concentration —  and you will be re
warded beyond measure. At the same time you will have contributed a 
tremendous amount towards achieving peace in the world. You are im
portant.

"Sit down comfortably wherever you happen to be, concentrate on 
your heart and imagine or visualize a pink beam of light of Divine 
Love projecting outwards from you to the countries of the world fand 
their leaders, we might add) starting from the left of the imaginary 
world map of Canada, U.S.A, Mexico, Cuba and South America -- then, 
move slightly in your mind to the right to the British Isles, Europe, 
Africa; then Russia, Caucasus, Middle East, Israel, Egypt, Siberia, 
Central Asia, Tibet, Kashmir, Pakistan, India, Ceylon; then China, / Ko
rea, Japan, Taiwan, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Burma, Thailand, -v 
Maylasia, Singapore, Philippines, Indonesia, and _ ̂  _ /V
finally, Australia and New Zealand. \ ,

^ — £ V /\   ̂ ; t /"The combined energy and consciousness ^ ' (f - \/J
of thousands concentrating on Divine Love ^ \ \
at the same time all over the world will ^
have untold effect in harmonizing ahe * , ,
feelings and emotinns of people, without V)/'". Jt\
exception, everywhere. Visualize each , '<1 v
country and its people flooded with ' Z / \  ¿\S
Divine Love. The accompanying time- &'"/—  i i - 
table, if followed, will synchronize *̂'>*1// I
the concentration period. .— / '



THE ONE, UNIVERSAL, HARMONIZING FORCE
"On the Sphinx," writes Dr. Yeang, "was engraved the ancient teach

ing: *Love is the secret of Life*; in the caves of the Anchorites near 
Mt. Sinai was repeated: *Love, with Wisdom, is the Secret of life1; 
and again, at the doorway of the great rock near Dier, Petra are the 
words: fThe Torch of Life is fed by the Oil of Love*." What you project 
will return along the same route and bring love, harmony and peace into 
your heart, your family and business world. Put this to the test. 
Practise for one month. It will become a habit and you will always 
enjoy such wonderful service, . .
ACT TODAY, DONT DELAY —  SYNCHRONIZING TIME-TABLE 
am/ pm
1:00 - London, Dublin, Glasgow, Greenwich, Shannon, Auckland, Suva, 

Christchurch, Wellington, Lisbon, Barcelona 
2:00 - Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen, Berlin, Brussels, Madrid, Rome, 

Leopoldville, Paris, Vienna, Amsterdam, Belgrade, Budapest 
3:00 - Helsinki, Athens, Jerusalem, Damascus, Beirut, Istanbul, Cairo, 

Johannesburg, Moscow, Honolulu, Anchorage, Jordan 
4:00 - Bagdad 
4:30 - Teheran
5:00 - San Francisco, Los Angeles, Vancouver, Portland, Seattle 
5:30 - Karachi
6:00 - Salt Lake City, Denver, Phoenix, Tucson 
6:30 - Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay, Colombo
7:00 - Mexico City, Chicago, New Orleans, Guatemala, Costa Rica 
7:30 - Rangoon, Houston
8:00 - Bangkok, Saigon, Jamaica, Chungking, New York, Washington, 

Boston, Detroit, Miami, Havana, Lima, Panama, Hanoi 
8:30 - Jakarta, Singapore, Malaysia
9:00 - Canton, Hongkong, Manila, Peking, Macao, Shanghai, Taiwan,

Perth, Trinidad, Santiago, Valparaiso, Bermuda 
10:00 - Tokyo, Okinawa, Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo, Buenos Aires 
10:30 - Adelaide, Darwin
j.1:00 - Rockhampton, Pt. Moresby, Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney, Rabaul 
12:00 - Monrovia, Iceland

"When sending Light to any area or decree, does that create a vor
tex to the parties involved?" asks a student.

"Decrees of Love and Light while beamed to any area or individual 
do not go directly to the individual in all its power," replied the 
Master. "Most of it goes as a wave to the Heavenly Hosts who are list
ening and receiving, and there it is amplified and returned to the place 
where it is decreed to. This is a triangle, so to speak, a 3-way wave 
which is sent in harmony and amplified. If this were not the case, 
your decrees would be of little effect. Your powers are unlimited when 
you are in harmony and resonance with the Universe. Like electronics 
at work, it must be in resonance. It is so powerful it can break the 
hardest steel."

Dr, C.H. Yeang
24 Cantonment Road, Maylasia
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THE SIMPLE MUSIC TRANSDUCER

JÊ

"I'm very interested in the Transducer which converts sound waves 
into sensation. I feel that a careful selection of music could pro
duce relaxation, physical healing —  and would be of great benefit to 
mental patients. I hope you have some of these instruments available. 
I fd like to buy one right away. You mentioned the possibility of mak
ing a regular and a deluxemodel yourself. Do you have them for sale?"

Jerry Moss 
El Paso, Texas

Yes, we are making these simple music transducers now, when we 
can, using a regular, 6-volt filament transformer packaged in a neat, 
metal box. The deluxe model with Voltmeter and separate volume control 
costs $12.75, post and tax paid. The regular model is $6.50. This 
New Age borderland research gadget converts the musical output from 
radio, tape, record-player or hi-fi into higher-frequency, weak elec
trical pulses of variable power and rhythm, depending on the highs and 
lows in the music itself. The Transducer has a standard, 1/4 in. phono 
plug which plugs in to or attaches to the Extension Speaker outlet of 
your music system. This goes into the green leads of the transformer. 
The black leads on the other side of the transformer go to brass han
dles or electrodes for contact.

We believe this is random, electrical press-and-release "massage” 
of the body for the whole system responds to it. I find it stimulat
ing when I am tired. I've also used it to relax musclesspasms along 
my spine. To do this I wrap the brass handles in damp wash cloths and 
place these on the couch, so when I lie down, one is against the bare 
skin of my lower spine and the other under my neck. Other parts of 
the body can be experimented with in this way, with one electrode or 
handle against the affected spot, the other held in the hand. We'll 
be interested in hearing the results, favorable or otherwise, if you 
make and experiment with a Transducer.
AN ESP STIMULATOR?

Preliminary reporcs from a Socorro, New Mexico group indicate that 
the Transducer may also have some effect as an ESP stimulator! They 
sit in a row holding hands. One lead from the transducer goes to*the 
free hand of the person at each end of the rnr, thus completing the 
circuit. The highest frequencies are emphasized by turning down the 
bass or low notes and turning up the "tweeter". Another interesting 
possibility for experimentation is to power your Eeman Screen circuit 
with the Transducer. Simply hold the Transducer handles in your hands, 
along with the Screen handles, while lying on the Screens!
BSRA NO. 10-Q —  OF THE INNER CIRCLE TRANSCRIPTS OF 1951

Hot off the press, the latest in the hitherto unpublished com
munications through Mark Probert, from Lo Sun Yat, the Yada di Shi'ite, 
Ramon Natalli, Professor Luntz and the Maharaja Natcha. Their meta
physical and philosophical observations on war at the height of the 
Korean crisis are equally applicable today; for the same forces of the
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< ■' < Extreme Left and the Extreme Right are again locked in combat in the > 
Orient. These Seances date from July 3, through Sept. 27, 1951. One 
outstanding feature is a long discourse from the Hindu Adept, Natcha, 
on such diverse subjects as Astral Shells, Magnetic Vortexes, Rein
carnation, the secrets of Egyptian Initiation on the Cross, Soul Seed. 
Professor Luntz gives an explanation of the psychic operation of the 
"water compass" or dowsing rod. 32 pages, indexed, mimeo. . . $1.25
FRANCIS BACON, 1597 Fiction based on fact. A romantic look at

three harried days in the life of the graat
Chancellor-to-be, July 26, 27, 28, 1597. London Playhouses were clos
ed down by the Queen, A warrant was issued for the apprehension and 
arrest of the writer of the Plays attributed by Actor Will Shakespeare. 
He was home sick in Stratford and later fled England. Bacon, the ac
tual writer of the politically explosive drama, "Richard II", tried to 
commit suicide at Gorhambury, but Lady Hatton helps to save him for a 
later day, Mimeo book, 125 pages, illustrated............. $2,50
SPACECRAFT FROM BEYOND THE SUN Even as the Flying Saucers are here 

to make an examination for the record 
of the last days of this Piscean civilization; so are the Visitors 
here to oversee the birth of a new Aquarian Age civilization! This 
latest talk by the Director of BSRA is an examination of significant 
prophetic material about this critical period, 1966 through 2000 A.D, 
This includes a review of the Coming of the Masters, from Alice Bailey's 
"A Treatise on Cosmic Fire", and the coming of a new Sun into our So
lar System as described to Bino Kraspedon in 1952, 48 pages, 8^x11 
mimeo, illustrated, $1.25 post and tax paid.

Those Associates who have received renewal notiees* please 
try to respond with a renewal before the end of the year.
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